ABSTRACT

This paper presents an acoustic study of spontaneous and read Italian speech based on the analysis of monologues and corresponding read transcribed texts, each produced by three different subjects. The speaking styles were examined in terms of articulation, speech, fluency and word rate indices; typology of pauses and their cooccurrence; mean and range of F0 values; classification of phonetic events resulting from adjacency of vowels situated at word boundaries.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the attention of linguists and psycholinguists has focused on the study of spontaneous speech [1], the former mainly to provide a systematic description of the phonetic and phonological variability that depends on speaking style [2], [3], and the latter to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms behind the linguistic planning and execution processes [4], [5] [6]. Furthermore, the study of speech styles is significant even from the point of view of its application in the field of speech technologies [7]: in speech synthesis programs, in order to achieve speech that is not only intelligible but also natural [8], or into automatic speech recognition systems [9], in order to introduce the ability to detect hesitation phenomena. Data referring to Italian speech could be useful for comparing data collected in similar studies on other languages [10], [11], [12], [13] and for pointing out the effects due to the particular syllabic and lexical features of the Italian language. For example, the very frequent CV syllable configuration tends to favour the adjacency of vowels situated at word boundaries [14], thus giving rise to events involving hiatus (maintaining of the two original segments), diphthongization, deletion of one of two different segments, deletion of one of two equal segments, sinaloephe of the two original segments into a new one, with effects on syllabic counts.

2. METHOD

For this purpose, three monologues were recorded, each produced by three different subjects (students of University of Padova), in presence of a listener non-interacting. During this recordings, the subjects were asked to give descriptions of some personal experience. The duration of these monologues varied between 34 and 100 seconds. These same three subjects were later asked to read the orthographic transcription of their speeches (after elimination of disfluencies). The recordings (total duration=354.30s) were then converted to digital form at 16 kHz and 16 bits on a PC equipped with an CSL 4300 A/D converter board and then analysed with DSP CSL 4300 software produced by Kay Elemetrics Corp. The graphical representation of acoustic data in terms of waveform envelopes, wide band spectrograms, F0 contours and amplitude contours enabled a phonetic transcription of all the recordings in IPA symbols. Furthermore, unfilled pauses and a number of verbal phenomena such as filled pauses (hesitations), vowel lengthenings, glottalizations, disfluencies (interruptions and repetitions), speech repairs and slips of the tongue were detected, measured and hence classified. As to lengthening, this was measured on the initial and final positions of phonetic chains, by subtracting the vowel duration value of read text from the value of the corresponding phone of spontaneous text. In this way, we were able to calculate the extra-lengthenings deriving specifically from hesitation phenomena, exceeding lengthenings due to prosodic boundaries common to both texts. For each speaker and each speaking style the following units were identified:

- **Total text**: the whole speech production, i.e. the sum of speech chains, unfilled pauses, filled pauses, disfluencies;
- **Unfilled pauses**: any silent or breathing interval between two successive phonetic chains, excluding the closure phase of any voiceless plosive consonant starting the successive phonetic chain;
- **Phonetic chains**: the sequence of phonetic segments (including filled pauses and disfluencies) delimited by two silent pauses ;
- **Filled pauses**: any occurrence of hesitations, interjections, abnormally lengthened vowels, repetitions etc.;
- **Articulated sequences**: any phonetic chains excluding all filled pauses.

The hierarchical relations among these units are illustrated in the following graph, that highlights the difference between our approach and those of other
Quantitative (indices of fluency and F0 characteristics) and qualitative (pauses constituency and vowels adjacency at word boundaries) analysis were performed on all speech productions.

3.1. Indices of fluency.

For each phonetic chain and each total text, measurements were made regarding absolute and percentage duration, after which the number of syllables and words actually produced was computed (see fig.1). The total of all the units considered always turned out to be greater in spontaneous as compared to read speech texts. The percentage assessment demonstrates the fact that, though the duration of unfilled pauses was the same in the two styles, filled pauses were present (15%) only in spontaneous speech. The number of articulatory sequence events, unfilled and filled pauses, words and syllables was always greater in spontaneous than in read speech.

Next, the following indices were calculated:
- **Articulation rate i.**: the number of syllables divided by the articulated sequence time (syll./s);
- **Speech rate i.**: the number of syllables divided by the phonetic chain time (syll./s);
- **Fluency rate i.**: the number of syllables divided by the total text time (syll./s);
- **Word rate i.**: the number of words divided by the articulated sequence time (words/s).

Figure 2 illustrates the mean values of these indices, for each task and for each subject.

On the basis of the first three indices considered,
spontaneous speech appeared to be less fluent than read speech. However, it must be noted that the coefficient of variation (CV) of these three indices is much greater in spontaneous rather than in read speech, thus testifying the non-uniformity of production conditions along the various phonetic chains in spontaneous speech. The word rate index instead provided greater values in spontaneous speech, due to the greater incidence of reduction processes, not only at word boundaries, but also and especially within the words themselves.

3.2. F0 Characteristics

For each phonetic chain and each whole text, measurements relating to F0 trends were carried out, hence reporting the following characteristics (fig. 3): maximum and minimum, mean (and coefficient of variation), and range of values. Under conditions of equal total average F0 values, spontaneous speech generally exhibits greater dynamics, as indicated by coefficient of variation. This feature reflects the greater extension of both minimum and maximum values. This special feature of spontaneous as opposed to read speech may be due to the greater number of phonetic chains with differing relative intonation boundaries, focusing phenomena, and paralinguistic, i.e. emotional and attitudinal, characteristics.

3.3. Frequency and typology of pauses

Figure 4 provides a general view of the different pausing strategies adopted (percentage values), broken down per speakers and speech styles (including vowel lengthening at the initial and final positions of phonetic chains). Figure 5 provides a summary classification based on the number of the elements characterising the
3.4. Classification of results of vowel adjacency

Figures 6a and 6b provide a percentage distribution of the various different results from vowel adjacency within each single phonetic chain. With respect to the target vocalic sequences these results have been classified as diphthongization, deletion of one of the two (equal or different segments), sinaleoeph (of the two original segments into a new one and hiatus (maintaining of the two original segments). It is evident that only in this latter case the two separate syllables are actually maintained, whereas in all other cases there is a reduction to a single syllable. The distinction between hiatus and diphthongue was made in the presence of any vowel lengthening or glottal stop between the two vowels, or if not, by applying the Lehiste and Peterson criteria [16].

Results show that occurrences of vowel adjacency are more frequent in read speech than in spontaneous speech (Fig. 6a). In both styles there is a general tendency to favour the formation of a single syllable from the two initial syllables, whereas the two speaking styles differ with respect to the presence of specific phenomena (Fig. 6b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Read Speech 100%</th>
<th>Spont. Speech 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deletion of 1 of 2 different vowels %</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion of 1 of 2 equal vowels %</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinaloephe %</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongization %</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6b: see text for explanations

CONCLUSIONS

The parameters chosen for our study (i.e. fluency indices, F0 dynamics, pause composition, vowel adjacency results) provided good distinction between spontaneous speech and read speech. Spontaneous speech trials were less fluent, due to the presence of filled pauses and complex pauses, whereas it was typically characterised by a greater dynamic trend of F0, not only in the total texts but also in the production of single phonetic chains. With regard to vowel adjacency results, which turned out to be in greater number in read speech than in spontaneous speech, in both styles there was a general tendency to favour the formation of a single syllable from the two initial syllables.

Further research will have to evaluate trends of F0 boundaries, analyse the properties of F0 in full pauses and identify the prosodic and syntactic condition that regulate the location of pauses and vowel lengthenings, as well as the constraints underlying syllabic simplification phenomena.
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